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This style of art is called an icon, which is derived from the Greek word eikōn, which means 

image. Icons are considered sacred images and used in religious devotion as they are considered 

“windows to heaven.” Just like an icon on a computer screen takes you into a program, praying 

with an icon can give you a glimpse of heaven.  The task of the iconographer is to make what is 

tangible into a spiritual reality.  This is done through form, color, symbolism and prayer. Along 

with the scriptures, icons serve as a means through which mankind communicates with God and 

through which God reveals himself to us. This is why the Eastern Orthodox Church regards the 

Word (scripture) and image (icon) as equal and are important in the economy of salvation. An 

iconographer does not ‘paint’ an icon, even though pigments and brushes are used, but instead 

‘writes’ an icon as they are writing truths of the faith in image form.  

This icon of the Virgin Mother with the child Jesus was thought 

to have been created in Constantinople (modern day Istanbul, 

Turkey) in the early part of 1100s.  It was transferred to Kiev, 

Russia around 1131 as a gift for a Russian noble. You might 

notice that Mary and Jesus do not look very realistic.  This is on 

purpose because it is not important to show realistic details but 

the spiritual ones which can’t be seen.  For example, Mary has a 

rather long nose and small mouth. This is to show that she has 

received Divine Grace and is sanctified, therefore she uses her 

senses beyond what a normal person would.  So a long nose could 

represent that she is attuned to the smell of holy incense, which is 

common in the Orthodox Liturgy.  Her small lips are to show that 

she does not speak empty words.  Her eyes are large because she 

sees beyond the material word.  

This image is sometimes referred to as the ‘tenderness icon’.  We 

can see their close relationship because their cheeks are touching 

each other and there is an embrace between Mother and Son.   Mary has one hand holding Jesus 

but the other is open and not really grasping anything. This open hand is an invitation for us to 

come and embrace her son as well.  She looks at us, instead of her son, because she beckons us 

to come into their intimate relationship.  Jesus is shown, not as a baby, but of an older child, with 

a more mature face.  This is to show his wisdom, that even as he is lifted up by his mother and 

embraces her, he is still our Savior; God who became man and humbled himself for us.  The 

colors in icons also symbolize deeper realities.  The color of gold represents the radiance of 

heaven and red is the color of divine life or martyrdom.  Mary suffered an inner martyrdom as 

she watched her son be crucified on a cross. There are no shadows in icons because there are no 

shadows in heaven.  

We come before an icon in stillness to ponder the divine mysteries hidden within it.  
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